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ABSTRACT
The intent of this work was to explore an additive working method
as a way to generate building form.
It was initiated without any preconceived ideas about the project's
final outcome. Instead, it focused on observations, associations,
and attitudes of existing experiences and information.
Working from the position that "one perception must immediately
and directly lead to a further perception,"' decisions were made.
The design of an elementary school was the vehicle for the process.
Thesis Supervisor: Maurice K. Smith
Title: Professor of Architecture
Thesis Readers: Fernando Domeyko and William Q. Hubbard, Jr.
I Charles Olson, Selected Writings. ed. by Robert Creeley, (quote attributed
to Edward Dahlberg), p. 17.
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The Landscape
I have never looked at a landscape without seeing
other landscapes
I have never seen a landscape without visions
of things I desire and despise
lower landscapes have crusts of heat-raw epidermis
and the choke of vines
the separate lines of salt errors-the monadnocks
of fungus
the balance of stone-with gestures to grow
the lost posts of manmade boundaries-in moulten
shade a petrified paperhanger who shot the duck
a landscape is a still life of Chaldean history
it has faces I do not know
its mountains are always sobbing females
it is bags of melons and prickle pears
its woods are sawed to boards
its black hills bristle with maiden fern
its stones are Assyrian fragments
it flows the bogside beauty of the river Liffey
it is colored by Indiana gas green
it is steeped in veritable indian yellow
it is the place I've traveled to and never found
it is somehow veiled to vision by pious bastards
and the lord of Varu the nobleman from Gascogne
in the distance it seems threatened by the destruction
of gold
The position for vision has undergone changes
The canvas is a flat-a mile or two up-
earth surface depth doesn't seem important-the importance
becomes pattern-
the importance of nature pattern in relation to man made pattern
from boundaries made by early work-relationship of work to area-
the roadways the drainage-the untillable-
How big a bite can a man take, can he manage more with machine-
change areas lines overlaid-yet from the upper view the old lines of
80 years ago still show-under soft snow the delicate lines of erosion-
the force of wind and solidifying action in use
the overlap-the dark openwater-the trapped snow-arrowheads-
the hairy figures of moraine
the crew cut woodlands
the once used form and force so soft and subtle
at a distance oil storage tanks and their moats
the 64 belly buttons for a hundred square miles
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Der Gedanke, daB zu Beginn der Arbeit die Gestalt von Gebauden und
von Freirsumen fixiert wird, erscheint uns absurd.
Was fOr ein langweiliges, was fOr ein unwurdiges Arbeiten ware das:
Vielleicht Ober drei oder vier Jahre hinweg bem0hen sich mehrere, die
von einem vorgefalte Form zu realisieren.
Uns scheint es sinnvoller, wenn wir bei unserer Arbeit die Form so spat
wie m6glich verschlielen.
Selbstverstandlich: In jeder Stufe mOssen wir etwas festschreiben. Aber
nur das, was in dieser Stufe festgeschrieben werden mu, und nicht das
Ganze. So nahern wir uns Schritt fOr Schritt der Losung, lernen dabei
m6glichst viele Aspekte und Teile der Aufgabe kennen, 16sen StOck fOr
Stuck und haben zum Schlug die Chance, im fertigen >Werk( viele
Aspekte und Teile der Aufgabe in >einem Stuck< zu erkennen.
Solche Arbeitsweise setzt voraus, daB alle, die an einer Planung arbei-
ten, ihre Erkenntnisse einbringen und einbringen konnen und daft die
architektonische Gestalt auch wahrend der Planung noch sich sndern,
differenzieren und modifizieren kann.
Gestalt-setzen? Gestalt-finden?
Wir meinen:
Gestalt-suchen oder noch weiter: die Aufgabe suchen.
Dieser Ansatz erlaubt es uns, alle Teile individuell zu sehen. Individuali-
tat ist dann zuerst die der Aufgabe, ihrer Funktionen, Teile und Aspekte,
ihres Ortes, ihrer Zeit ... und nicht zuerst die des Architekten.
Hier steht eine Stotze bei einer Treppe, einem Fenster oder einer Wand
usw., dort steht ein Baum bei einem HOgel, einem Wasser oder einem
Weg usw. Jeder Teil steht fOr sich selbst, benbtigt seinen Lebensraum -
Obernimmt seine Funktion im Ganzen - und hat gleiche Wertmagstabe.
Ein vielfaltiges, komplexes, funktionales - nicht zuerst formales -
System.
The idea that the form of buildings and open spaces should be deter-
mined at the beginning of work on a project ,seems absurd to us.
What a boring and unworthy way of working this would be! One can
imagine a group of several architects spending three or four years striving
to put into effect a form predetermined by a single architect.
We find it a more worthwhile approach to determine form at the latest
possible stage.
There are naturally certain elements that have to be fixed at each
stage. But only those that it is absolutely necessary to fix, and not the
whole project. In this way we approach the end-product step bystep.
become acquainted with as many aspects and elements of the project as
possible, work out answers piece by piece, and on completion we are
able to recognize the many aspects and separate parts of the brief that
have combined to form "a single entity." This approach presupposes that
all those involved in the design of a project are willing and able to
contribute the knowledge that they have and that the architectural form
can still be changed, differentiated and modified during the design stage.
Determining form? Finding form?
We mean:
Looking for form or - to go even farther - seeking out our task.
This approach allows us to look at each part of a project individually.
This means the individuality of the project in hand, the functions it must
fulfil, its various aspects and components and its time and place ... and
not so much the individuality of the architect.
The column happens to stand next to a stairway, a window or a wall
etc., or a tree grows close to a hill, a stretch of water or a path etc. Each
part is self-sufficient, needs its own lebensraum - assumes its function
within the whole and has equal status.
A varied, complex and functional system - outward appearance is not
the principal determining factor.
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When I begin a sculpture I am not always sure how it is going to
end. In a way it has a relationship to the work before, it is in continuity
to the previous work-it often holds a promise or a gesture towards
the one to follow.
I do not often follow its path from a previously conceived drawing.
If I have a strong feeling about its start, I do not need to know its
end, the battle for solution is the most important. If the end of the
work seems too complete, and final, posing no question, I am apt
to work back from the end, that in its finality it poses a question
and not a solution. Sometimes when I start a sculpture, I begin with
only a realized part, the rest is travel to be unfolded much in the order
of a dream. The conflict for realization is what makes art not its
certainty, nor its technique or material. I do not look for total success.
If a part is successful the rest clumsy or incomplete, I can still call
it finished, if I've said anything new by finding any relationship
which I might call an origin. I will not change an error if it feels
right, for the error is more human than perfection. FEB 0 819
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onCe
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What you say about my tendency to add things is
correct. But, how does one make a painting? How does
one deal with the space? Does one have something and
then proceed to add another thing or does one have some-
thing; move into it; occupy it; divide it; make the best one
can of it? I think I do different things at different times
and perhaps at the same time. It interests me that a part
can function as a whole or that a whole can be thrown
into a situation in which it is only a part. It interests me
that what one takes to be a whole subject can suddenly be
miniaturized, or something, and then be inserted into
another world, as it were.
-Jasper Johns
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The School
I think of school as an environment of spaces where it is good to
learn. Schools began with a man under a tree, who did not know
he was a teacher, discussing his realization with a few, who did
not know they were students. The students aspired that their
sons also listen to such a man. Spaces were erected and the first
schools became. It can also be said that the existence-will of
school was there even before the circumstances of the man under
a tree. That is why it is good for the mind to go back to the be-
ginning, because the beginning of any established activity is its
most wonderful moment.
You get an order from the school board that says, "We have
a great idea. We should not put windows in the school, because
the children need wall space for their paintings, and also win-
dows can distract from the teacher." Now, what teacher deserves
that much attention? I'd like to know. Because after all, the
bird outside, the person scurrying for shelter in the rain, the
leaves falling from the tree, the clouds passing by, the sun pene-
trating: these are all great things. They are lessons in themselves.
Windows are essential to the school. You are made from light,
and therefore you must live with the sense that light is impor-
tant. Such a direction from the school board telling you what
life is all about must be resisted. Without light there is no
architecture.
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Paris, night of 12 to 13 November 1963 (2)
The Pre'
At some times (in some places) our nature has prepared us a pr, and everything,
then, is there
Everything is there-as here in this sentence, on this page-is rightly doubled,
multiplied (added, rather) (pleonastic).
Everything there seems united, simple, even, continual, restful.
Everything is condensed in it (" our nature").
<(This trial in ball-point pen of the verse sketched above (in black ink) is of 16 November
during the morning)>
At times nature
At some times (in some places) our nature prepares, has prepared for us a pre,
and though everything there at that time, as here, as in the present sentence, is rightly,
with reason, doubled, multiplied, or rather added together, everything nevertheless
appears smoothly laid out, simple, even, continuous, restful.
Everything, incidentally, as in that expression: "our nature," every-
thing is there, seems condensed in the most simple way. Therefore, at the same time
condensed and spread out.
But then again, in order to correct what has just preceded by what is
about to follow, it must well up from the page, and moreover must this page be brown.
... and this page must be not so much white paper as brown earth (or "this page
of white paper must refer immediately to some other page, acre of brown earth.")
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Les Mfkres/blackberries
In the typographical bushes constituted by the poem on a way that
eads neither beyond things nor to the mind/spirit, certain fruits are
formed from an agglomeration of spheres that a drop of ink fills.
Black, pink and kaki-red together in the custer, they offer rather the
spectacle ofan arrogant family of different ages than a very keen temp-
tation to be plucked.
In view of the disproportion of the pips to the pulp the birds esteem
themlittle, so very little in the end remains of them when from beak to
anus they hav gone through them.
But the poet in the course of his professional promenade takes of their
seed with reason: "Just so," says he to himself "by and large the patient
efforts of a very fragile flower although defended by a forbidding en-
tanglement of thorns succeed. Without a gr many other qualities-
blackberries(mres), areperfectly ripe (mares)-even as this poemcomes
to its perfection.
(1934-37)
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MAY 0 4 1991
Morris Graves introduced Xenia and me to a miniature island in Puget Sound at Deception Pass. To
get there we traveled from Seattle about seventy-five miles north and west to Anacortes Island, then south
to the Pass, where we parked. We walked along a rocky beach and then across a sandy stretch that was
passable only at low tide to another island, continuing through some luxuriant woods up a hill where now
and then we had views of the surrounding waters and distant islands, until finally we came to a small foot-
bridge that led to our destination-an island no larger than, say, a modest home. This island was carpeted
with flowers and was so situated that all of Deception Pass was visible from it, just as though we were
in the best seats of an intimate theatre. While we were lying there on that bed of flowers, some other
people came across the footbridge. One of them said to another, "You come all this way and then when
you get here there's nothing to see."
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able achievement that leaves you with a feeling
of gratitude that there always have been and
hopefully always will be a few dedicated and
serious artists who no matter what difficulties
A ythere are will somehow manage to be creative and
V 1 4- "q o , p c vitally productive all their lives. They do it and
they are examples for those who follow.
4 t C I y -ia (c Thanks GS.
rF/ PO U' 1F C (I-<3 My writing is clear as mud, but mud
settles and clear streams run on and disap-
'E&0y UES to~ p hvE -, 43pear .. (EA 123)
Mr. Owen Young made a mistake, he said
MAY 0 4 1991 the only thing he wished his son to have
was the power of clearly expressing his
T, Cideas. Not at all. It is not clarity that is
desirable but force.
Clarity is of no importance because no-
body listens and nobody knows what you
mean no matter what you mean, nor how
clearly you mean what you mean. But if
you have vitality enough of knowing enough
of what you mean, somebody and sometime
and sometimes a great many will have to
realize that you know what you mean and
so they will agree that you mean what you
know, what you know you mean, which is
as near as anybody can come to under-
standing anyone. (HJ, FIA 127)
PATRICIA MEYEROWITZ
New York City
MAY 03199
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himself in many trips of 250 miles
by means of mathematical formulae.
each. Is that what we are doing?
What do you think, moving off
as we might, all of us, to the
moon, might we not all of us look through
our papers? Father's foot: twice he
went out to pick flowers for Mother
We will never have a better
and wounded himself seriously, once
up a tree, cutting nearly through his
we do right now. It is not
wrist; lately in a back yard a
in the nature of doing to
thorn pierced the flesh of his ankle.
It is interesting when we hear
improve but rather to come
It's been a year and a half going on two years.
that someone has traveled to a
into being, to continue, to
foreign country, one he was never
go out of being and to
in before. It is also interesting
be still, not doing. That
when we hear that someone has
still not-doing is a
idea of what we're doing than
WHERE ARE WE GOING? AND WHAT ARE WE DOING?/235
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homes in various places all
preparation. It is not
What are we doing about technique?
over the world. And if we hear
just static: it is a quiet
We can use it or leave it alone.
that someone does not travel
readiness for whatever and
We can remember the old ones and
at all, or very little, that too is inter-
the multiplicities are already
invent new ones. If you are o-
esting. We heard that they might have
there in the making. We watch
bliged to whistle and can't, there
gone to Finland but didn't; that
for signs and accept omens.
remains the possibility of buying
was not interesting. We, too,
Everything is an omen, so
a whistle which you can surely
236/SILENCE
have not gone to Finland, and
we continue doing and changing.
blow. We are not bound hand
what will be interesting is news
Do we have, if not ideas
and foot even if we were never
that someone's actually gone there.
about what we're doing,
taught to sing or to play an in-
In our own experience, we some-
feelings about our actions,
strument. We can be silent and
times have the impression that
what we've made? We're
so forth. In fact, technically speaking,
we are the first ones to ever
losing them because we're
we are in possession of a vast
be in a particular place, but
no longer making objects
repertoire of ways of producing
we do not trust this impression.
but processes and it is easy
sound. What is it that makes
We feel it rising up like an
to see that we are not separate
anyone say, "I can't"? Busy doing
atmosphere around us and we
from processes but are in them,
something else? Shall we then
find it a kind of hallucination
so that our feelings are not
all gather at the River? Stick
which does not let us see clearly
about but in them. Criticism
together? We have multiplied
where we are. If we want to go
vanishes. Awareness and use
ourselves geometrically and our
where no one else has ever gone
and curiosity enter into
inclination is to be alone when-
(and still not go out into space),
WHERE ARE WE GOING? AND WHAT ARE WE DOING?/237
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m
making our consciousness. We
ever possible, except when loneliness
we will have two good bets:
are glad to see that we are
sets in. Sixty people all singing
areas environmental to highly
noticing what happens. Asked
in chorus like angels only make
attractive points which are
what happened, we have to
us pray that once in Heaven,
exceedingly difficult to get to,
say we don't know, or we
God lets us anarchistic be! Why
and areas which are unattractive,
-could say we see more
did we go in our arts to order and
period. It is these latter that are
clearly but we can't tell you what we see.
many people doing the same thing
so useful: a) because they're allI
on
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